Abstract-Cloud platforms are attractive for executing large concurrent applications that require access to a pool of resources for concurrently executing the partitions of their workloads. Historically, application designers have tuned concurrent applications for specific hardware and platforms. But such approaches are not viable in cloud platforms as applications can be deployed on a variety of platforms and the operating environments can vary in each deployment. In this work, we argue and demonstrate that concurrent applications in cloud platforms must be self-tuning. First, we show that applications must incorporate a model of the overheads of operation. Second, we show that applications must determine their resource requirements and tune their operation to the operating conditions using estimations from the model. We build two self-tuning applications, E-Sort and E-MAKER, and demonstrate their ability to achieve high cost-efficiency by determining the right scale of partitions and resources to use for operation and adapting their behavior according to the characteristics of the deployed environment.
R ESOURCE-and data-intensive applications, such as data processing, bioinformatics, and molecular simulations typically run by partitioning their workloads into independent tasks, distributing the tasks for concurrent execution, and gathering the outputs to produce the final results [1] , [2] , [3] . The execution of such applications requires access to dedicated infrastructure, often at large scales, to achieve reasonable completion times. Previously, such modes of execution were only available in restricted, proprietary, and expensive setups, such as high-performance clusters and supercomputers.
Cloud platforms have alleviated these limitations by offering public and on-demand access to resources at scale. As a result, several resource-and data-intensive applications have been built or ported to run on cloud platforms [4] , [5] , [6] . These applications are deployed and run by the users or operators interested in harnessing their functions and capabilities. The operators deploy the applications to operate on the desired inputs using the resources they provision from cloud platforms.
The deployment of applications on cloud platforms incurs monetary costs and demands cost-efficient operation. In this work, we consider cost-efficiency in terms of the time and monetary cost of operation. Further, we consider the deployment and execution of applications using resources exclusively dedicated to each instance of the applications. Such deployments are common in research and scientific communities where the operators independently and directly run the applications using the on-demand access to resources [5] , [7] . The applications can be deployed and executed in any of the cloud platforms accessible to the operators. As a result, the characteristics of the target operating environment (such as execution speed and network bandwidth) are unknown and unpredictable prior to deployment.
In the past, application designers would tune a concurrent application for specific hardware and operating environment (such as supercomputers and high performance clusters) and require the application to be executed in those environments. But if the target hardware is unknown or variable when the application is designed, the application must be self-tuning at runtime. In other words, concurrent applications in cloud environments must be self-tuning to be cost-efficient.
The performance and costs of concurrent applications is determined by the (logical) expression and (physical) realization of concurrency during their execution. The expression of concurrency pertains to the number of partitions of the workload while its realization involves the simultaneous execution of the partitions. In this work, we argue that applications must be self-modeling in order to determine and tune their logical and physical concurrency at runtime. The applications must incorporate a model of their execution formulating the gains and overheads of concurrency. We also argue that cost-efficient operation requires applications to explicitly exert control of the partitioning of the workload to tasks, the binding of data to tasks, and the submission of tasks for simultaneous execution.
Using the model and control of the parameters of concurrent execution, the applications tune and adapt their execution according to the characteristics of the deployed environment. The applications first measure the characteristics of the environment that influence their transfer overheads, processing overheads, and I/O overheads, and thereby, their cost-efficiency. The measurements are applied in the model to estimate the overheads of executing the defined workload under the current operating conditions. Using these estimates, the applications determine and adapt their logical and physical concurrency during runtime to achieve cost-efficient operation in the deployed environment. We demonstrate the application-level modeling, control, and adaptations of concurrent execution in two applicationsElastic (E-Sort) and Elastic Maker (E-MAKER). E-Sort is a representative data processing application while E-Maker is a bioinformatics tool for annotating genomes. We evaluate the effectiveness of the techniques by considering their impact in minimizing the time and monetary cost of execution under various operating conditions. We demonstrate the application-level adaptations based on estimations derived from the model using measurements of the operating environment achieve higher cost-efficiency when compared to approaches that assume certain operating conditions or sample the environment once before execution.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the architecture and construction of concurrent applications. Section 3 discusses the deployment of applications in the cloud and the challenges in achieving cost-efficient operation. Section 4 presents the application-level modeling, control, and adaptation techniques to overcome the challenges. Section 5 demonstrates and studies the techniques in E-Sort and E-MAKER. Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 presents the conclusion.
PROGRAMMING MODEL
In this work, we consider workloads that are built and executed using the paradigm of split-map-merge. This paradigm encompasses the bag-of-tasks [8] , bulk synchronous parallel [9] , scatter-gather [2] , and the popular Map-Reduce [1] (where the split is done during the initial upload of the data to the filesystem of the execution framework) models of concurrent programming.
In the split-map-merge paradigm, the workload of the application is run by splitting the input into multiple partitions. Each partition is applied with a map function to produce their output. The individual outputs are then merged to produce the final result or output. A number of largescale workloads are expressed and executed using the splitmap-merge paradigm [10] , [11] , [12] . We provide a formal expression for the paradigm below,
SplitðN; kÞ : N ! fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s k g;
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MergeðkÞ :
Equation (1) describes the overall execution of the workload which performs a transformation on input N to produce output O. The split step in Equation (2) takes a parameter k and splits N into k partitions. The map step runs the transformation on each of the k partitions as shown in Equation (3). Finally, the merge step in Equation (4) aggregates the outputs of the individual map functions to produce the final output O. The merge function could be a simple concatenation of the outputs or a sophisticated function (e.g., merge of values in sorted order) depending on the workload. It is important to note the value of O is not affected by the choice of k. The concurrency in split-mapmerge workloads results from the simultaneous execution of the map operations.
Architecture
We define applications that adapt their execution to the characteristics of the deployed environment as elastic applications [13] , [14] . These applications are characterized by their flexibility in the partitioning of the workload, tolerance to failures, adaptability to the resources available for operation, and portability across different platforms. In this work, we implement the split-map-merge workloads as elastic applications. The workload of elastic applications can consist of a single, multiple, or iterative split-map-merge phases. 1 Elastic applications are typically implemented as a master-coordinator that describes and coordinates the concurrent execution of the workload. The coordinator partitions the defined workload into self-contained tasks that are described by their execution command, input files, and output files. The coordinator then submits the tasks for execution. The submitted tasks are dispatched to the provisioned instances for concurrent execution and retrieved on their completion. The dispatch of tasks includes the transfer of their input files and execution commands. Similarly, the retrieval of completed tasks includes the transfer of output data and files.
In summary, the execution of split-map-merge workloads in elastic applications has four components: partitioning of workload into tasks, transfer of input and output data of tasks, execution of tasks, and merging of task outputs.
Several middleware and execution frameworks are available for building and deploying elastic applications [15] , [16] , [17] . The challenges in determining the number of partitions of the workload and resources to provision exist in deployments using any of these frameworks. In this work, we chose the Work Queue framework [18] since it allows applications to select the partitioning of their workload and direct their concurrent execution, unlike other frameworks.
Construction and Deployment
We use the Work Queue [18] framework to implement the master-coordinator of elastic applications. Work Queue provides interfaces for describing the tasks of a workload, submitting the tasks for execution, and retrieving the results of the executions. Work Queue has been used to build a number of elastic applications in fields such as molecular dynamics, data mining, bioinformatics, and fluid dynamics [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [19] .
The Work Queue framework is based on a masterworker execution model. The applications use its API-in C, 1 . The presence of multiple or iterative split-map-merge phases does not impact the function or utility of the application-level techniques presented in this work. Rather, as we show in Section 4.3, they can be helpful in enabling the application-level techniques to measure the operating environment in each phase and apply the measurements to achieve efficient execution in the next phase.
Perl, or Python-to build the master-coordinator that describes, submits, and aggregates tasks. The Work Queue library handles the scheduling and mapping of tasks onto workers, transfer of data to workers, and rescheduling of failed tasks. Fig. 1 presents the outline of applications typically constructed using Work Queue.
The submitted tasks are executed by the Work Queue workers. The workers are lightweight standalone processes run on the provisioned instances. They connect to a specified master and perform actions dictated by the master, such as transferring data and executing tasks.
Work Queue requires applications to explicitly specify the software and data dependencies for the tasks so the environment needed for execution can be created at the workers without concern for the native execution environment. This also enables Work Queue to provide data management facilities, such as caching and scheduling policies that favor workers with cached data.
CHALLENGES IN CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS
The time and cost of operation of elastic applications are determined by the gains achieved in the concurrent execution of tasks and the overheads incurred in the split, merge, and data transfer phases. The gains and overheads are determined by the number of partitions and resources chosen for operation. They are also influenced by the characteristics of the operating environment. For instance, the network bandwidth influences the transfer overheads while the size of the RAM at the provisioned instances influences the overheads of executing the map functions on the partitions.
In this work, we focus on operation using the on-demand instances in cloud platforms. These instances can be provisioned and terminated at convenience and are metered to incur charges only for the duration of use. To simplify exposition, we assume the instances cost $1 per hour and incur $0.01 for every gigabyte of data transferred to and from the instances. 2 Like many cloud platforms, we compute the operating costs by rounding the operating times to the nearest hour. Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of the partitions and the characteristics of the operating environment on the time and costs of running E-MAKER on the Anopheles Agambiae genome. The estimations plotted in the figure are derived using the model described in Section 4.1. The plots assume the number of partitions and the instances provisioned for operation are equivalent. From Fig. 2 , we observe the running time and operating costs exhibit varying trends for different network bandwidth. Further, Fig. 2b shows the operating costs for various partitions exhibit irregular patterns due to the effects from the use of the hourly boundaries for calculating costs. The operating costs drop at partitions where the time of operation falls to the next lowest hourly boundary. In summary, Fig. 2 shows that the choice of the number of partitions and instances to provision are critical to the cost-efficient operation of applications. Fig. 3 plots the partitions that achieve the minimal operating time and the lowest operating costs in Fig. 2 . It shows the optimal partitions to vary with network bandwidth. This demonstrates that performance and cost cannot always be optimized simultaneously, and so the partitioning must take into account the differing objectives of each user.
Common Approaches
A common approach to run concurrent applications is to delegate the partitioning and submission of the partitions for execution to the underlying middleware. Consider Hadoop [15] , a widely adopted middleware for executing concurrent and data-intensive workloads expressed using the MapReduce paradigm [1] . Hadoop relies on a distributed file system, such as Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [20] , for managing data during operation. HDFS partitions the input data and stores the partitions across the nodes provisioned for operation. HDFS arbitrarily partitions the data into blocks (default size of 128 MB) regardless of the workload and the concurrency feasible during its operation. HDFS leaves the optimal tuning of the block sizes to the operators (and not the users) of the cluster and does not provide guidance on an optimal partitioning strategy for executing the defined workload.
In summary, the partitioning strategy is fixed and globally enforced on every application executed in Hadoop. Such strategies are common in shared environments where resources are provisioned and maintained to support a single instance of the application that runs multiple workloads and serves the needs of multiple users over a prolonged duration. The pool of resources in such environments is centrally controlled and administered by the middleware, and the costs of maintaining the resources are shared among the operators and users.
The use of arbitrary and global policies for operation results in cost-inefficiencies in environments where each instance of the application is deployed on resources exclusively dedicated for their operation. This effect can be inferred from Fig. 3 where the partitions that achieve minimal operating costs vary depending on the operating environment. To achieve cost-efficiency, the workloads 2. Our observations remain the same with the prices in commercial platforms such as Amazon EC2. must be partitioned and the resource requirements must be estimated according to the characteristics of the deployed operating environment. These decisions must be made in every deployment of the application since the operating environment can vary between deployments. Further, these decisions must be revised and adapted during operation since the characteristics of the operating environment, such as network bandwidth, are liable to dynamically change.
Solutions
The cost-efficient operation of concurrent applications demands well-informed choices on the number of partitions and simultaneous executions of the partitions. Previously, these decisions were made during application design by benchmarking performance on specific hardware and operating environments [21] , [22] . These techniques proved successful when the operation of the applications were restricted to the hardware and operating environments considered during design.
The access to a variety of cloud platforms and types of resources offered in these platforms implies that applications cannot be built and tuned for specific operating environments. In addition, the use of commodity hardware and the sharing of the hardware among multiple users often leads to variations in the characteristics of the operating environments in cloud platforms [23] . In other words, the operating environment is unknown and unpredictable when the application is designed. Therefore, the operating parameters, such as the number of partitions and instances to provision, that achieve cost-efficient operation must be determined at runtime.
To correctly determine the parameters for cost-efficient operation, we argue and demonstrate the following principles as solutions:
1. Applications must be self-modeling by formulating and incorporating a model of the performance and overheads of their runtime components. 2. Applications must be self-tuning by exerting control over the partitioning and concurrent execution of the workload and dynamically adapting the execution according to the observed operating environment.
TECHNIQUES
We now describe the techniques to realize self-modeling and self-tuning applications. The techniques model, control, and adapt the logical and physical concurrency of the applications during operation.
Application-Level Modeling
The runtime performance of elastic applications is determined by the partitioning, task execution, data transfer, and merge components described in Section 2.1. Accordingly, we model the operating time of elastic applications as follows:
Note this model of the running time differs from Amdahl's law [24] in that T partition and/or T merge at the coordinator increases with the number of partitions.
The overheads of the partition T partition depend on the size of the input data N and the number of partitions K. We model this as a linear relationship:
where a and b are constants that reflect the costs of reading (input) data and creating a partition respectively. As we noted in Section 2, the merge overheads T merge can vary based on the implementation and characteristics of the workload. Therefore, these overheads are formulated and discussed individually in Section 5.2.
The execution time of the tasks T tasks is determined by the size of the input and the partitions. If input N is partitioned into K tasks, the execution time of a task is Fig. 3 . Illustration of the optimal partitions that achieve minimum running time (denoted by T) and operating costs (denoted by $) for annotating the Anopheles Agambiae genome under different network bandwidth values. 
If R is the number of instances provisioned for operation, the execution of K tasks is prolonged by a factor of dK=Re (as only R tasks can be executed simultaneously). Thus, the total execution time of tasks is
The data overheads T data collectively represents the input T inputs and output T outputs transfer overheads. The inputs consists of the software and unique data dependencies of the tasks. The software dependencies include executables, scripts, and libraries are required for execution and are common across tasks. These dependencies can be transferred once and cached for subsequent tasks. In contrast, the unique data dependencies are specific to each task and must be transferred for every execution. These dependencies specify the configurations and data for operation in each task,
Data out ¼ sizeðNÞ;
where BW represents the available network bandwidth. The model in Equation (5) is applied to determine the number of partitions K and the number of instances R to provision for executing the defined workload. Further, the estimations from the model enable the applications to tune and adapt the partitions according to the characteristics of the deployed environment, such as network bandwidth, physical memory allocated at the resources, and the processing capacity for operation.
Assumptions
The model in Equation (5) assumes a scheduling strategy that operates in the following order: dispatch the tasks submitted for execution to the provisioned instances (this includes transfer of the inputs), wait for the tasks to finish execution, retrieve the outputs and results of the executions, and so forth. It is also assumed that all the instances for operation are provisioned at the same time and the workers running on them are connected to the master before the dispatch of tasks begins.
The model for task executions in Equation (8) assumes the instances provisioned for operation are homogeneous in their hardware and processing capabilities. In cloud platforms, this assumption is satisfied by provisioning instances of the same size. Further, it assumes that each task consumes a single CPU core.
Finally, the model of the data overheads in Equation (9) assumes single-threaded communication where data is transferred to one worker at a time. A multi-threaded mode is helpful when communicating with heterogeneous instances with wide differences in their processing capabilities. Otherwise, we expect the impact from multi-threaded communication on the estimations to be minimal since the bandwidth remains the same while being shared across multiple threads.
Cost-Efficiency Metrics
We formulate the operating cost C $ of the applications using the time of operation modeled in Equation (5), the instances provisioned for operation R, and the data transfered during operation,
where H operation is T operation (defined in Equation (5)) rounded to the nearest hour. $ IH represents the cost incurred per instance per hour of use while $ GB represents the cost charged per gigabyte of data transfer to and from the instances. To simplify analysis and provide a general context, we assume $ IH to be $1 and $ GB to be $0.01.
We note that favorable trade-offs often exist between the time and cost of operation. For example, in Fig. 2b , the lowest operating cost ($60.16) under a bandwidth of 100 Mbps is achieved when running with four partitions. However, accommodating a 0.33 percent increase in the operating cost ($60.36) for operation with nine partitions leads to a 50 percent decrease in the operating time. This is because operation with nine partitions increases the gains from concurrent executions and lowers the time of operation such that it matches the gains in cost when running with four partitions. The small increase in cost for the operation with nine partitions results from the increase in the transfer costs for the software dependencies.
In our evaluations, we find it useful to compute and use a metric called Cost-Time product to consider these trade-offs and assign equal importance to the time and cost of operation,
We note this metric is only one of several ways of expressing cost-efficiency since different weights may be assigned to the time and cost of operation based on the preferences of the operators. At the same time, we note the model can be easily extended to provide estimations on the cost-efficiency metrics preferred by the operators.
Application-Level Control
The application-level model in Section 4.1 provides estimations on the performance and overheads of the runtime components. However, to regulate the overheads and achieve cost-efficiency, the application must explicitly direct and control the following actions using estimates from the model. Partitioning workload into tasks. The applications must define the partitioning of the workload into tasks using estimates from the model. The number of tasks created for operation also dictates the overheads associated with the task executions, data transfers, and merge operations. As a result, control over the number of tasks enables applications to lower the running time and minimize the incurred overheads in their deployed environments.
Binding data to tasks. The applications must explicitly bind the data dependencies to the created tasks. This control enables the application to manage the data transfer overheads of the tasks. The control over the binding of data is also necessary for the adaptations during operation that adjust the partitioning of the workload according to the observed conditions.
Merging outputs of tasks. The application-level control of the partitioning requires similar control over the merge operations so the outputs of tasks created from the partitions are correctly aggregated to produce the final results. This control also helps correctly estimate the overheads associated with the merge phase.
Submitting tasks for execution. The applications must direct the submission of tasks for execution and thereby, the number of simultaneous executions. This control enables applications to manage the overheads associated with transferring the common software dependencies. For example, when the transfer overheads associated with the software dependencies are large, the application can regulate the number of simultaneous executions so the transfer of these dependencies is minimized. This is because the common dependencies are cached for subsequent tasks after their initial transfer.
Application-Level Adaptation
Elastic applications cannot assume, predict, or control the characteristics of the operating environment in which they are deployed. Therefore, the applications must adapt their operation to the characteristics of the deployed environment. We focus on adaptations of the two parameters that dictate the time and cost of operation: the number of partitioned tasks and the number of instances used for operation.
A simple approach for determining the number of tasks and resources to provision involves the global enforcement of default values, or requiring the operators or users to manually determine them. This approach is employed in Hadoop [15] and illustrated in Fig. 4a . While this approach provides operators with the ability to define and control the runtime behavior, it requires detailed knowledge of the characteristics of the workload and the overheads of operation in the deployed environment. In addition, the effectiveness of this approach requires tight control over the operating environment to provide consistent characteristics throughout operation.
We present two techniques to determine the number of partitions and resources for running the defined workload in the deployed environment without operator intervention. The first technique performs an initial assessment of the operating environment using a sample execution and resource allocation. It applies the measurements in the model to determine the operating parameters that achieve cost-efficient operation. This enables the optimal operation of applications in any deployed environment and operating conditions. This technique is also similar to the approach suggested by cloud providers for determining the right type of hardware and instances for running a workload [25] . Fig. 4b illustrates this technique for adapting the operation according to the characteristics of the deployed environment. The effectiveness of this technique requires the operating conditions that impact the performance of the applications to remain unchanged during operation.
The operating conditions in cloud platforms, especially network bandwidth, are prone to vary during operation due to multi-tenant effects such as congestion, varying load on the shared network links, and oversubscription of the networking hardware. This impacts the cost-efficient operation of applications whose overheads of operation are influenced by these conditions. In this work, we focus on the adaptations to changes in the network bandwidth during operation.
To handle changes in the operating conditions during runtime, the second technique periodically measures the operating conditions and dynamically adapts the number of partitions and instances chosen for operation. This technique progressively partitions the workload, measures the conditions during operation of the submitted partitions, and applies the measurements in determining the number of partitions and instances for operating the remainder of the workload under the current conditions. Fig. 4c illustrates this approach. In this work, the adaptations do not attempt to repartition already dispatched partitions since this requires complex feedback mechanisms (such as the ability to continuously monitor the global state and cost of operation on the partitions) which is beyond the scope of this paper.
The operating conditions measured in both adaptation techniques include the execution overheads of the tasks, the network bandwidth, the local overheads of partition and merge, and the size of physical memory allocated at the provisioned resources. The measurements are incorporated in the model expressed in Equations (5), (12) , and (13) to determine the current cost of operation and estimate the cost for running the remainder of the workload. The estimations are made considering the hourly boundaries in the metering of the provisioned instances to maximize their usage. The partitions and the instances used for operation are provisioned, maintained, and terminated based on the estimations of the current costs and the costs for operating the remainder of the workload. The adaptations in the presented technique is regulated by the size of the partitions since the measurements are performed at the dispatch and completion of partitions. Further, the adaptations are terminated when it is determined that the remainder of the workload can be completed within the upcoming hourly boundary in the metering of the provisioned instances.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
We apply the presented techniques in building two self-tuning applications-Elastic Sort (E-Sort) and Elastic MAKER (E-MAKER). E-Sort performs sorting by partitioning the data and concurrently sorting the partitions on provisioned instances. The sorted partitions are then merged at the master-coordinator to produce the final sorted sequence. E-Sort uses the GNU Sort tool as its kernel for sorting the partitions. We use E-Sort as a representative application whose workload resembles many data analysis, mining, and processing workloads.
The second application, E-MAKER, is a bioinformatics program for annotating genome sequences [12] , [13] . The annotations enable biologists to identify the presence of various cellular elements and their contributions to the functions of the genome. The annotations are performed by comparing the subject genome against a set of reference sequences and identifying similarities. E-Maker partitions and dispatches the sequences for concurrent annotation. It uses the MAKER tool [26] as the kernel for annotating the partitioned sequences.
Our goal in this study is not to build optimized implementations of the applications but to use the applications to demonstrate and evaluate the application-level techniques in effect. Besides, the techniques are necessary irrespective of the optimizations in the implementations.
As we noted earlier, the merge overheads for E-Sort and E-MAKER differ due to the workload and the implementation of the merge algorithm. In E-Sort, the partitions are merged using a k-way merge algorithm that iteratively compares the records in the partitions and aggregates them in sorted order. The asymptotic running time of the algorithm is OðN Ã KÞ. The merge overheads of E-Sort are modeled as
where c represents the cost of the comparisons in the merge algorithm and d is the cost associated with reading the sorted records in the partitions. On the other hand, the merge in E-MAKER is trivial since the results of the tasksthe annotated sequences-are simply concatenated in a output directory. Hence, we model the overheads of merge to be constant and negligible. Organization. We begin our analysis of self-tuning applications by observing the effects of the number of partitions on the operating time and cost. We observe differences in the effects of the number of partitions on the overheads of partition, merge, data transfer, and task executions in ESort and E-MAKER. The application-level models in E-Sort and E-MAKER provide estimates on the time and cost of operation considering these effects. We experimentally validate these estimations with the goal of not showing estimations that perfectly match with the observed values, but to show the effectiveness of the model in providing information about the overheads of operation and their impact on time and cost.
The validations enable us to utilize the model in studying the effects of the characteristics of the workload and operating environment on the time and cost of operation using different partitions. The study establishes that decisions on the number of partitions and instances for cost-efficient must be made considering the characteristics of the workload and operating environment. We then experimentally demonstrate the self-tuning capabilities of E-Sort and E-MAKER in determining the number of partitions and instances to provision for cost-efficient operation. The applications utilize the application-level model and control to determine these parameters.
Our analysis considers the number of instances provisioned for operation to be equivalent to the number of partitions chosen for operation as it enables the simultaneous execution of the partitions. However, it may be useful to create smaller partitions to achieve faster failure recovery, manage resource consumption, and obtain measurements on the operation at smaller intervals. Therefore, we study the effects of over-partitioning where the number of partitions is greater than the instances determined for cost-efficient operation. We observe the impact of over-partitioning to be negligible when the partition and merge overheads are minimal. In such cases, over-partitioning can be useful for adapting to changing operating conditions without incurring additional overheads. We evaluate and demonstrate the dynamic adaptation technique that progressively over-partitions and runs the workload when the characteristics of the deployed environment, such as network bandwidth, vary during operation.
Experimental platforms and inputs. Our evaluations are done using on-demand instances from Microsoft Azure [27]-a commercial cloud platform, FutureGrid [28] -a national infrastructure that provides an IaaS testbed for building cloud applications, and Notre Dame CRC-a campus-wide infrastructure at the University of Notre Dame that offers access to IaaS instances.
The E-Sort runs in our evaluations operate on two billion records that total 11 GB in size. The E-MAKER runs operate on 800 contiguous sequences of the Anopheles Agambiae PEST strain which amount to 7.5 MB. The software overheads for E-Sort consist of the transfer of the GNU Sort executable which is 100 KB. In E-MAKER, the software overheads include the reference dataset and the libraries required for the execution of the MAKER tool and are 4 GB in size.
Effects of the Number of Partitions
We experimentally observe the impact from the number of partitions on performance and break down the impact on each of the runtime components. Fig. 5 plots the individual runtimes of the partition, task execution, merge, and data transfer components of E-Sort and E-MAKER. In this figure, the number of instances provisioned for operation is equivalent to the number of partitions. Fig. 5a shows the operating time of E-Sort for different partitions is dictated by the task execution times and merge overheads. The task execution times decrease exponentially while the merge overheads increase linearly as the number of partitions increases. The opposing trends in the task execution and merge overheads results in a running time that decreases with increasing partitions until the merge overheads outweigh the decrease in the task execution times.
In contrast, the operating time of E-MAKER, plotted in Fig. 5b , is determined by the data transfer overheads and the task execution times. In E-MAKER, the data overheads increase linearly due to the software dependencies being transferred to each compute instance where the tasks are executed. As a result, the increase in the data overheads offset the gains in the concurrent executions as the partitions increase.
In summary, we observe two distinct patterns in the impact of the partitions on the operation of the two applications. The concurrency in operation is counteracted by the partition and merge overheads in E-Sort and the data overheads in E-MAKER. The model formulated in Section 4.1 provides estimations on these overheads and their impact on the time and cost of operation.
Validation of the Estimations from the Model
We validate the application-level model by comparing the estimations from Equations (5), (12) , and (13) against the values observed in operation. Fig. 6 presents the comparison of the estimated and actual time, cost, and cost-time product of operation for E-Sort and E-MAKER. The observed values for E-Sort were recorded during operation on Microsoft Azure instances when the network bandwidth was measured at 800 Mbps. On the other hand, E-MAKER was observed in operation on FutureGrid instances when the network bandwidth was 200 Mbps. As we described earlier, the cost of operation on these platforms is computed after rounding the time of operation to the nearest hour.
The estimations from the model use the same values for the execution time of a task in Equation (7) and the constants in Equations (6) and (14) as the measurements made from the execution of the sample partitions by the respective applications. As before, we maintain the instances (R) for operation to be equivalent to the number of partitions (K) in Fig. 6 .
The model correctly estimates the overheads of concurrent operation and their impact on the time and cost of operation. Fig. 6 shows the estimations from the model on the time, cost, and cost-time product of operation reflect the values observed during operation. The validation of the model enables us to use the estimations from the model in analyzing the operation of applications with different characteristics of the workload (such as higher task execution times), operating parameters (such as number of partitions), and operating environments (such as network bandwidth). Further, the estimations from the model can be applied in correctly identifying the optimal number of partitions and instances to provision for operation.
Effects of the Characteristics of the Workload and Operating Environment
We study the choice of the number of partitions by considering the impact of the characteristics of the workload and operating environment on cost-efficient operation. In this study, we compare workloads with different task execution overheads that incur the same partition, merge, and data overheads. That is, we vary the gains in concurrency by increasing the execution times of the tasks relative to the other overheads of operation. These configurations are analogous to applications with similar but complex workloads where the task execution overheads are dominant in the overheads of operation. We also consider operation under different network bandwidth (which impacts the transfer overheads) as it can vary between deployments due to differences in the platform configurations and hardware. Further, the network resources are often shared among multiple tenants of IaaS and PaaS platforms resulting in variations of the bandwidth from traffic patterns, congestion, and demand for resources. Finally, we study the effects of the size of physical memory (which impacts the I/O overheads in task executions) allocated at the instances.
Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the effects of the characteristics of the workload and network bandwidth on the operating time, costs, and cost-time product for various partitions in E-Sort and E-MAKER respectively. In these figures, each row plots the operation for the task execution times (T task ) that are multiples (1Â, 2Â, and 5Â) of the value observed in Fig. 5 . We artificially introduced delays in the execution of the tasks to inflate their execution times to the desired proportion. The overheads of partition and merge operations are the same as plotted in Fig. 5 .
The increase in the execution time of the tasks relative to the partition, merge, and data overheads leads to an increase in the gains realized from concurrent operation. Therefore, the number of partitions that achieve lower operating times increases with higher task execution times as observed in Figs. 7 and 8 . Similarly, an increase in network bandwidth lowers the data transfer overheads and increases the gains realized from operation with higher number of partitions. This effect is seen in Fig. 8 for E-MAKER due to the large transfer overheads from software dependencies.
As we noted in Section 3, the operating costs exhibit irregular trends due to the rounding of the operating time to the nearest hour. That is, the cost and cost-time product of operation with increasing partitions in Figs. 7 and 8 are influenced by the magnitude of the decrease in the operating time and if the decrease results in a drop to the next lowest hourly boundary.
Finally, Fig. 9 plots the estimated and observed task execution times for sorting different sizes of data on an instance with 12 GB of memory. We find the observed times deviate from the estimations when the data size exceeds 12 GB. However, we do not notice a similar impact on E-MAKER since the genome sequences loaded in memory for annotation are often less than 10 MB. In this work, we limit the partitions in E-Sort to the size of the memory at the provisioned instances to minimize the unpredictable impact on the task execution overheads.
In summary, the determination of the number of partitions and instances to provision must be made in conjunction with measurements of the characteristics of the workload and operating environment.
Adaptations to the Characteristics of the Workload and Operating Environment
In this section, we show the application-level adaptations of the number of partitions and instances used in operation based on the initial assessment of the overheads of running the workload in the deployed environment. The adaptations measure the characteristics of the workload (such as task execution times) and operating environment (such as network bandwidth) by operating a sample partition on a sample allocation. The sample partition comprises about 1 percent of the defined workload in the applications. The sample allocation consists of a single instance in the same environment in which the application will be deployed. This sample allocation is further used in operating the remainder of the workload to prevent wastage as instances in cloud platforms incur charges to the nearest hour.
The measurements using the sample partition and allocation provide information on the network bandwidth and the overheads of task execution, partition, and merge. Based on these measurements, the application can use the model to determine the number of partitions and instances to provision.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the chosen partitions along with the actual cost-time product observed when running with those partitions. The overheads of operating the sample partitions are minimal compared to the overall time of operation. This can be observed in Figs. 10 and 11 where the actual cost-time product closely tracks the cost-time product estimated by the model. In summary, these figures show that the applications achieve cost-efficiency by tuning their operation to the operating conditions in the deployed environment.
Over-Partitioning of Workload
Our analysis so far considers the number of partitions and instances provisioned for operation to be equivalent. The over-provisioning of instances relative to the number of partitions chosen for operation results in resource wastage and high costs. In this section, we consider the over-partitioning of the workload relative to the number of instances provisioned for operation. The over-partitioning is useful when smaller partitions or tasks are desired for faster detection and re-execution of failed tasks, limiting the consumption of resources by tasks, and quickly adapting the operation to varying operating conditions measured from the execution of tasks. Fig. 12 describes the effects of creating partitions greater than the number of instances determined for cost-efficient operation. The over-partition factor represents the multiplicative factor applied on the number of instances determined for cost-efficient operation.
In E-Sort, over-partitioning incurs higher partition and merge overheads without recording any increase in the gains from the increased concurrency. This is because the number of partitions that can be simultaneously executed is limited by the number of instances available for operation. As a result, the time and cost of operation of E-Sort increases with over-partitioning as seen in Fig. 12a (at over-partition factor of 6, the time of operation increases to the next hourly boundary resulting in a sharp increase in the cost-time product).
In E-MAKER, the effects of over-partitioning on the time and cost of operation are marginal. This is because the partition and merge overheads are negligible and the data transfer overheads only increase with the number of instances used for execution of the tasks. In the next section, we utilize over-partitioning in E-MAKER to enable the measurement of varying operating conditions at shorter intervals and the adaptation of the operating parameters to the measured conditions.
Adaptations to Varying Operating Conditions
In this section, we demonstrate the dynamic adaptations when the characteristics of the operating environment that impact the overheads and performance of the applications vary during operation. We consider changes in the network bandwidth since it is prone to vary due to multi-tenant effects. We show the dynamic adaptations in E-MAKER where the impact from changes in the bandwidth are pronounced due to the large common data transfer overheads. Fig. 13 shows the dynamic adaptations by E-MAKER to the operating conditions observed during runtime. It plots the number of partitions and instances chosen for operation based on the observed bandwidth. The adaptations in E-MAKER function by progressively partitioning and allocating the instances for operation based on the observed conditions. It also over-partitions the workload by a factor of 2 to enable measurement and adaptation at shorter intervals without incurring additional overheads. In our setup, E-MAKER measures the operating environment after the dispatch of every task and recomputes the operating parameters.
We observe in Fig. 13 that when the bandwidth drops after 300 seconds of operation, E-MAKER recomputes its operating parameters and lowers the number of partitions and instances it uses for operation. This minimizes the transfer overheads which become pronounced at low bandwidth. When the bandwidth increases again at 2,100 seconds, E-MAKER determines that it can achieve cost-efficiency by continuing operation with the current scale of instances rather than increasing the instances in the deployment. In the experiment show in Fig. 13 , the overheads of progressive partitioning and re-computation of the operating parameters was less than 5 percent of the time of operation.
For comparison, Fig. 13 also plots the operation of E-MAKER using the measurements from the operation of sample partitions in the same operating environment. Fig. 13 shows a sharp increment in the operating cost of the sample partitioning approach at 3,600 seconds when the time of operation exceeds the hourly boundary. At this point, the instances are provisioned for another hour of use and thus the operating costs increase. From the comparisons of the two techniques, we note the dynamic adaptations are better positioned to handle variations in the operating environment while incurring low overheads. However, the dynamic adaptations can incur large overheads and prove disadvantageous without a properly designed control system [29] in the presence of spurious and frequent variations.
RELATED WORK
Previous efforts have built and studied solutions for the efficient deployment and operation of computational processes. We review these efforts and summarize the differences with the techniques presented in this work.
Techniques for service-oriented environments. Several efforts have studied techniques for the optimal operation and provisioning of resources for service-oriented and multi-tenant environments such as web applications [30] , e-commerce systems [31] , and databases [32] . The techniques for service-oriented environments include load prediction and estimation [33] , [34] , analysis of previous deployments and loads [31] , and monitoring and adapting the provisioned resources according to the needs of the services [30] , [35] . The techniques advocate the adaptation of the operating environment to the demands of the services.
In these environments, the workload is unknown, unpredictable, and determined by external factors such as the current demands of users. Further, these environments have different economies of operation since the operating costs are incurred in serving multiple users and guaranteeing the negotiated service level agreements. Our work solves a different problem, where the end-user presents a finite workload and must bear the cost of the chosen configuration.
Resource provisioning mechanisms. The provisioning and allocation of resources for large-scale and resource-intensive applications have been extensively studied in the context of distributed computing [36] , [37] , [38] . Recently, several efforts have considered the cost-efficient deployment of scientific and data-intensive workloads in cloud platforms [39] , [40] , [41] . The effort in [42] considers a class of elastic applications with flexibility in the quality of the results computed and presents solutions for their efficient resource allocation. The authors in [39] and [43] present heuristics for the optimal allocation of resources for an arbitrary batch of independent jobs. The efforts in [40] , [41] present scheduling techniques in the middleware for multi-user environments running on cloud resources. These scheduling techniques argue for coordination between cloud providers and users to maximize the resource utilization of the provisioned resources.
We extend the work in this area by considering deployments where operators or users independently and directly provision resources from cloud platforms for operation. The provisioned resources are exclusively dedicated and maintained for the operation of an instance of the application. We present techniques for determining the scale of resources that achieve cost-efficient operation in these deployments.
Workload partitioning. The partitioning and decomposition of workloads have previously been studied in shared execution environments, such as grids and clusters [44] , [45] . Recently, Agarwal et al. [46] considered a system with a large proportion of recurring jobs and utilized information from prior executions to determine the optimal degree of parallelism to enable during operation. The work in [47] describes the importance of identifying the optimal number of data partitions for MapReduce applications. It presents preliminary insights from an approach combining code and data analysis with optimization techniques. In our work, we argue that applications using the split-map-merge paradigms, such as MapReduce, can benefit by internally incorporating a model that can harness the code and data analysis to determine cost-efficient operation.
Finally, the efforts in [48] , [49] are closely related by their use of a model describing the time and cost of operation of applications. The framework in [48] is targeted at deployments in a hybrid environment comprised of resources drawn from a local cluster and a commercial cloud. The framework schedules jobs on the local cluster and provisions resources in the cloud when the capacity at the cluster cannot satisfy the time constraints of the applications. The Conductor framework in [49] presents an abstraction for efficiently deploying MapReduce applications. It includes a model describing the costs, capabilities, and the computation and storage capacities of various instances offered in a cloud platform. The models are applied to select the services that achieve the lowest cost in running the MapReduce application. The applicability of the framework is restricted to the cloud services and instances that are modeled.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The cost-efficient operation of concurrent applications in cloud platforms is determined by the number of partitions and compute instances chosen for operation. We showed the scale of partitions and instances that achieve cost-efficient operation varied depending on the characteristics of the workload and the environment in which they are deployed. Further, these operating parameters have to determined in diverse, unknown, and often unpredictable operating environments. In order to determine the number of partitions and instances for cost-efficient operation in the deployed environment, we argue that applications must be self-modeling and self-tuning. In this work, we considered the class of applications executed using the split-map-merge paradigm and presented application-level techniques for realizing self-modeling and self-tuning applications. We showed these applications achieved high cost-efficiency by determining the resources needed for execution and adapting their execution according to the measured characteristics of their deployed environments.
We regard the techniques in this paper as an illustration of the principles of building concurrent applications in the cloud. For these principles to be effective, we believe the techniques must be tailored and tuned to the properties and runtime components of the class of applications (e.g., directed acyclic graphs) being considered. An useful extension of the presented techniques will consider the effects of the size of instances to determine if cost-efficiency can be achieved by switching to a different instance size or service when the operating conditions vary. Another direction would consider workloads that can be partitioned into tasks which utilize multiple cores for execution. Our current work proceeds in this direction by studying the trade-offs between the capabilities and costs of different instances sizes in cloud platforms for running multi-core applications.
